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Here you can find the menu of Pho.com (located Inside Hmart) in Suwanee. At the moment, there are 23
dishes and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about

Pho.com (located Inside Hmart):
great Hibachi chicken with fried rice and sweet. also the singapur nudge. they were great. they are super busy
there with togo orders, so if u should order in haste u in their website. read more. The restaurant and its rooms

are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about
Pho.com (located Inside Hmart):

it took 20 minutes to get a banh mi because they were busy filling uber eats command and forgetting mine. the
banh mi came with unroasted brot, cold pork and what seemed unwashed cilantro still on the stalks. the banh mi

was already more than what other places burden and I got worse service and eat. read more. A selection of
delicious seafood meals is served by the Pho.com (located Inside Hmart) from Suwanee, There are also some
international dishes available in the menu. Korean meals like Kimchi, Bap and Jjigae, which are typical, always

find their way onto the menu and the plates of the visitors, In addition, many guests look forward to enjoying
traditional Vietnamese menus with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a stop at the Pho.com

(located Inside Hmart).
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Mai� course�
CRAB

Sid� dishe�
HOT SAUCE

Beef dishe�
BULGOGI

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Beverage�
THAI TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

SOUP

NOODLES

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
SPINAT

KALE

KIMCHI

BEEF

CHILI

VEGETABLE

CHICKEN

GARLIC

MEAT

VEGETABLES

SEAFOOD

PORK MEAT

TRAVEL
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 11:00-19:30
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Sunday 11:00-19:45
Tuesday 11:00-14:30
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